The choice of in-room electronic safes becomes easy when you can choose Xtra II by Elsafe to secure your guests' belongings. Xtra II is advanced. Here is the instruction manual if you want to read more. Replacing the batteries is pretty simple. Update: I am not associated with Elsafe. Please.

Now the smart safe is delivered to the user with the door open and ready to use. ASSIGNING OWNER CODE.

○ Make sure that the smart safe.

Elsafe's Infinity II series introduces a new era in hotel in-room safes. Infinity II is ideal for the most demanding hotels, lifestyle brands and boutique properties. Elsafe goes beyond the ordinary with its new Sentinel II hotel in-room safe series. the need to manually encode keycards, cancel staff cards and check battery. Introduced for the first time in 1983 by Elsafe, guestroom safes are now available from There are two main varieties available: electronic and manual. Access.

Hey guys, I bought a safe off eBay that was pulled from a hotel. It's an older Elsafe Model m70 with an electronic keypad lock and no key backup that I know. The eBay seller gives combo setting instructions. Try those or contact him or her. Elsafe Zenith Drawer Electronic Safes Elsafe Zenith Drawer is the ideal electronic safe solution for properties who want to maximize convenience for their.


Elsafe in-room safes are ready for future software upgrades. FLASH memory = no codes or information is lost from the safe, even if the batteries are empty or if you. If you forget the code to open your safe, call SafeDecisions technical support at 1-800-723-3332 for instructions on getting an emergency open code. Elsafe's Sentinel electronic safe mounts on a solid shelf or on an optional pedestal for floor. Elsafe Electronic In-Room Safes for hotels and lodging facilities. Opening. First opening: install 4 AA batteries into the external battery case, plug in the outlet on the faceplate, input factory setting personal code or master code.

Here is the instruction manual if you want to read more. Replacing the batteries is pretty simple. Update: I am not associated with Elsafe. Please.